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Zephyr has transformed the kitchen with design, discovery and customer care, and played an
integral role in kitchen trends. With Presrv™ Wine and Beverage Coolers, Zephyr applies its superior
craftsmanship to the art of refrigeration, challenging the competition with high-quality performance
and features at an attainable price point. The new Presrv Full Size Wine and Beverage Cooler keeps
everyone’s favorite beverages—from wine and craft beer to sodas and juice—at the perfect
temperature and easily accessible with features such as a rollout bin and full-extension wood

“Presrv strikes
the perfect
balance between
elegant details and
innovative technology.”

racks. And the recently introduced Presrv Pro models are the perfect complement to professional
kitchen appliances, ensuring your prized wine collection is chilled to perfection and keeping tall
bottles of spirits, champagne or sparkling water on hand with a retractable quarter shelf. Whether
you like to savor a carefully crafted cocktail in solitude or enjoy your aged cabernet sauvignon with
fellow wine enthusiasts, Presrv offers an elevated experience.

THREE WAYS
TO CHILL
•F
 ull-Size Dual-Zone Wine
and Beverage Cooler: Ideal
for families and entertainers,
this system combines wine
preservation and beverage
storage. It features a roll-out
stainless steel bin, two distinct
temperature zones and a
Vibration Dampening System
that helps to preserve flavor
and development of wine
over time.
•P
 ro Dual-Zone Wine Cooler:
Designed with a wider frame,
pro-style handle and integrated
lock, Presrv Pro coolers are
a perfect complement to
professional appliances.
PreciseTemp™ maintains
accurate temperature and
three-color LED lighting in
Cloud White, Deep Blue and
Amber helps to set the mood.
•P
 ro Single-Zone Beverage
Cooler: With room for
112 12-ounce cans and a
retractable quarter shelf
ideal for taller bottles, the
Pro Single-Zone Beverage
Cooler makes storage of one’s
favorite drinks simple and
efficient. The cooler features
three-color LED lighting and
PreciseTemp temperature
control that dips down to
34 degrees.

Presrv ™ Wine & Beverage
Coolers are the coolest way to
keep beverages at optimal
storage temperatures. With
innovative technology and the
sleek, fashionable looks you
expect from Zephyr.
25 Years of Smart Design
and Clean Air.
Visit our San Francisco Design &
Experience Center to learn
more.
zephyronline.com

Top Shown is the Presrv Full-Size DualZone Wine and Beverage Cooler. Far
left Shown is the Presrv Pro Dual-Zone
Wine Cooler. Left Shown is the Presrv
Pro Single-Zone Beverage Cooler.
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